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agricultural development in china explains how china s farm economy historically responded to the demands of a rising population dwight h
perkins begins in the year a d 1368 the founding date of the ming dynasty more importantly it marked the end of nearly two centuries of
violent destruction and loss of life primarily connected with the rise and fall of the mongols the period beginning with the fourteenth century
was also one in which there were no obvious or dramatic changes in farming techniques or in rural institutions the rise in population and hence
in the number of farmers made possible the rise in farm output through increased double cropping extending irrigation systems and much else
issues explored in this book include the role of urbanization and long distance trade in allowing farmers in a few regions to specialize in crops
most suitable to their particular region backing up this analysis of agricultural development is a careful examination of the quality of
chinese historical data this classic volume now available in a paperback edition includes a new introduction assessing the continuing
importance of this work to understanding the chinese economy it will be invaluable for a new generation of economists historians and asian
studies specialists and is part of transaction s asian studies series agricultural development in china explains how china s farm economy
historically responded to the demands of a rising population dwight h perkins begins in the year a d 1368 the founding date of the ming dynasty
more importantly it marked the end of nearly two centuries of violent destruction and loss of life primarily connected with the rise and fall
of the mongols the period beginning with the fourteenth century was also one in which there were no obvious or dramatic changes in farming
techniques or in rural institutions the rise in population and hence in the number of farmers made possible the rise in farm output through
increased double cropping extending irrigation systems and much else issues explored in this book include the role of urbanization and long
distance trade in allowing farmers in a few regions to specialize in crops most suitable to their particular region backing up this analysis of
agricultural development is a careful examination of the quality of chinese historical data this classic volume now available in a paperback
edition includes a new introduction assessing the continuing importance of this work to understanding the chinese economy it will be
invaluable for a new generation of economists historians and asian studies specialists and is part of transaction s asian studies series this
book is a detailed account of the provincial population of china and its changes from 1368 to 1953 the maps and databases show the
number density and proportion of urban population in different time periods ch ing china and tokugawa japan were unusually urbanized
premodern societies where about one half of the world s urban population lived as late as 1800 gilbert rozman has drawn on both
sociology and history to develop original methods of illuminating the historical urbanization of china and japan and to provide a way of
relating urban patterns to other characteristics of social structure in premodern societies the author also hopes to redirect the analysis
of premodern societies into areas where china and japan can be compared with each other and with other large scale societies the author
divides central places into seven levels and determines how many levels were present in each country century by century through this method
he is able to demonstrate how japan was rapidly narrowing china s lead in urbanization and show that japan was relatively efficient in
concentrating resources in high level cities explanations for differences in urban concentration are sought in a general discussion of the
social structure of each country an analysis of marketing patterns a detailed study of chihli province and the kant� region an examination
of regional variations and a comparison of peking and edo which were probably the world s largest cities throughout the eighteenth century
originally published in 1974 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out
of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 focusing on china
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during the last twenty five years the author illuminates the country s traditions customs political structure and economy in agricultural
development in qing china a quantitative study 16661 1911 shi zhihong offers for the first time an overview of agricultural development in
qing china in the english language why did it take china more than a century after its defeat in the first opium war to begin systematically
acquiring the fruits of modern technology to what extent did the rapid economic developments after 1949 depend on features unique to china
and to chinese history as well as on the socialist reorganization of society these are the major questions examined in this collection of
papers which challenges many previously accepted generalizations about the nature and extent of advances in china s economy during the
twentieth century the papers discuss the positive and negative effects of foreign imperialism on chinese economic development the adequacy of
china s financial resources for major economic initiatives the state of science and technology in late traditional china the changing structure
of national product and distribution of income the cotton textile and small machine building industries as examples of pre 1949 economic
bases the village market town structure of rural china the tradition of cooperative efforts in agriculture and the influence of the yenan
period on the economic thinking of china s leaders while china s hybrid rural land tenure system has contributed to agricultural development
it is interwoven with rising farmland loss and social conflicts this book examines the linkages between land tenure development and
governance in the context of china s development transformation drawing on empirical studies it advocates the exploration of innovative
land tenure systems that address the wider determinants institutions power politics and social development it argues that a land tenure
system can only be sustainable when it is compatible with the overall biophysical social political and economic conditions this new
institutional lens into the conditions and dynamics of land tenure systems marks a paradigm shift away from those focusing on the narrow
meaning of land rights and tenure security strengthening as these approaches can paradoxically contribute to weaker land and resource
governance contributing to an enhanced understanding of the challenges china faces in agricultural development and natural resource
governance and to the international debates on land tenure reform this book will be of interest to researchers practitioners policy makers
and students in development studies anthropology sociology political sciences law geography economics public administration and other
relevant disciplines the lessons learnt from china also shed light on its global engagement on sustainable development and governance issues
this book examines chinese political economy spanning from 1800 to to the dawn of the 21st century shedding new light on our understanding
of the reasons and impact of socio political and socio economic changes in china crossing over the three disciplines of history politics and
economics the analyses china s ideology politics and the economy using state building as the key theme and puts the emphasis on china s
internal factors and mechanisms instead of the influence from western imperialism or japanese colonialism it pays close attention to the
movers and shakers inside chinese society and carefully reveals historical contingencies which lend the reader a unique and radically different
re interpretation of china s recent history how has the government of the prc transformed traditional economic institutions into a socialist
central planning system what has been the impact of this transformation on china s economic growth what is the essence of the chinese
development model and how successfully has it functioned during the past three decades what are the prospects for t at publication date a
free ebook version of this title will be available through luminos university of california press s open access publishing program visit
luminosoa org to learn more scholarly discussions on economic development in history specifically those linked to industrialization or
modern economic growth have paid great attention to the formation and development of the market economy as a set of institutions able to
augment people s welfare the role of specific nonmarket practices for promoting the economic development and welfare has been a distinct
concern typically involving discussion of the state s economic policies how have societies tackled those issues that the market did not to
what extent did those solutions reflect the structure of an economy public goods provision in the early modern economy explores these
questions by investigating efforts made for the provision of public goods in early modern economies from the perspective of japanese
socioeconomic history during tokugawa era 1603 1868 and by comparing those cases with others from europe and china s economic history
the contributors focus on three areas of inquiry early modern era welfare policies for the poor infrastructure and forest management to
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provide both a unique perspective on japanese public finance at local levels and a vantage point outside of europe to encourage a more
global view of early modern political economies that shaped subsequent modern transformations seventeenth century korea was a country in
crisis successive invasions by hideyoshi and the manchus had rocked the choson dynasty 1392 1910 which already was weakened by
maladministration internecine bureaucratic factionalism unfair taxation concentration of wealth military problems and other ills yu
hyongwon 1622 1673 pen name pan gye a recluse scholar responded to this time of chaos and uncertainty by writing his modestly titled pan
gye surok the jottings of pan gye a virtual encyclopedia of confucian statecraft designed to support his plan for a revived and reformed
korean system of government although yu was ignored in his own time by all but a few admirers and disciples his ideas became prominent by the
mid eighteenth century as discussions were underway to solve problems in taxation military service and commercial activity yu has been
viewed by korean and japanese scholars as a forerunner of modernization but in confucian statecraft and korean institutions james b palais
challenges this view demonstrating that yu was instead an outstanding example of the premodern tradition palais uses yu hyongwon s
mammoth pivotal text to examine the development and shape of the major institutions of choson dynasty korea he has included a thorough
treatment of the many chinese classical and historical texts that yu used as well as the available korean primary sources and korean and
japanese secondary scholarship palais traces the history of each of yu s subjects from the beginning of the dynasty and pursues developments
through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries he stresses both the classical and historical roots of yu s reform ideas and analyzes the
nature and degree of proto capitalistic changes such as the use of metallic currency the introduction of wage labor into the agrarian
economy the development of unregulated commercial activity and the appearance of industries with more differentiation of labor because it
contains much comparative material confucian statecraft and korean institutions will be of interest to scholars of china and japan as well
as to korea specialists it also has much to say to scholars of agrarian society slavery landholding systems bureaucracy and developing
economies winner of the john whitney hall book prize sponsored by the association for asian studies this collection of critical surveys
provides readers with a range of up to date work from leading scholars in the area writing on some of the key issues facing china as they
survey the present and future challenges of the chinese economy nine papers provide detailed discussion on key aspects of the past present and
future of the chinese economy leaders in their relevant fields of scholarship tackle some of the critical issues facing china contributors
identify common themes including the household registration system urbanization demographic transition inequality and the sustainability of
economic growth articles provide a critical review of the literature and discuss policy implications and areas for future research despite
china s clear and growing importance on the world stage it remains often and easily misunderstood indeed there are many chinas as this
comprehensive survey the most current and authoritative introduction available vividly illustrates now in a thoroughly revised and
updated edition this text traces the changes occurring in this powerful and ancient nation across both time and space beginning with china s
diverse landscapes and environments and continuing through its formative history and tumultuous recent past the authors show
contemporary china as a product of both internal and external forces they consider historical and current successes and difficulties
including economic political cultural and environmental challenges while placing china in its international context as a massive developing
diverse nation that is meeting the needs of its 1 4 billion citizens while becoming an aggressive major regional and global player through clear
prose and 160 insightful maps tables and photos china s geography illustrates and explains the great economic political and social
differences found throughout china s many regions accompanying the book is a companion website that provides a wealth of additional
materials including sample lectures color versions of all the graphics time series and provincial data files for student projects in excel lists
of favorite films and websites and public domain maps for student use an exploration how consumer goods in eighteenth century qing and
ottoman empires furthered the expansion of social networks the creation of alliances between rulers and regional elites and particularly the
expression of elite urban and gender identities china is more than a socialist market economy led by ever more reform minded leaders it is a
country whose people seek liberty on a daily basis their success has been phenomenal despite the fact that china continues to be governed by a
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single party clear distinctions between the people and the government are emerging underlining the fact that true liberalization cannot be
imposed from above although a large percentage of the chinese people have been part of china s long march to freedom farmers entrepreneurs
migrants chinese gays sex pleasure seekers and black marketers played a particularly important role in the beginning lawyers scholars
journalists and rights activists have jumped in more recently to ensure that liberalization continues social dissatisfaction with the
government is now published in the media addressed in public forums and deliberated in courtrooms intellectuals devoted to improvement in
human rights and continued liberalization are part of the process this grassroots social revolution has also resulted from the explosion of
information available to ordinary people especially via the internet and far reaching international influences all have fundamentally altered
key elements of the moral and material content of china s party state regime and society at large this social revolution is moving china
towards a more liberal society despite its government the chinese government reacts rather than leads in this trans formative process this
book is a landmark a decade in the making in the modern era china s rural credit landscape is transforming at a dizzying rate but in terms of
financial development these changes represent a second attempt in the past 100 years to reform china s credit institutions and provide credit
access to farmers the first period was during the republican era between 1912 and 1949 which saw the first attempts at formalizing rural
credit with the industrial and agricultural banks this book uses primary data and papers to present a full picture of the difficult conditions
china faced during the republican era in order to explain the myriad reforms to the country s rural credit system fu and turvey build a
narrative around these developments based on the foundation of thousands of years of dynastic rule in order to explore the specific impacts
of drought floods famine communist insurgencies japanese expansionism and more on credit access supply and demand they consider powerful
personalities such as j b taylor john lossing buck paul hsu and timothy richards and influential institutions from nanking and nankai
universities to the china international famine relief commission that sought ways to end the cycle that trapped the vast majority of chinese
farmers in poverty this rich wide ranging and stimulating work will appeal both to readers focused on present day china and those who want
to understand china s rural economy and credit policies in a historical context in this first english language examination of the uprisings that
took place in guizhou during the 1850s and 1860s robert jenks not only provides readers with a reconstruction of the complex series of
events that made up the rebellion but argues convincingly against its accepted characterization as a purely ethnic conflict a miao rebellion
china s urbanization is one of the great earth changing phenomena of recent times the way in which china continues to urbanize will have a
critical impact on the world economy global climate change international relations and a host of other critical issues understanding and
responding to china s urbanization is of paramount importance to everyone this book represents a unique exploration of the demographic
spatial economic and social aspects of china s urban transformation based on years of fieldwork and data analysis from different types of
cities and towns in every region of china the authors present a detailed description of how china has urbanized since 1978 and an original
theory about the way in which top down and bottom up policies have impacted urbanization they describe china s on going urbanization
process as a double dual transformation from a planned economy to a more market oriented one and from a concern with the quantity to the
quality of urbanization in doing so the authors provide the most comprehensive and up to date book on chinese urbanization to date this
scholarly study will appeal to academics and practitioners including professors and postgraduate students of urban studies planning
geography asian studies and other social science disciplines and professional fields concerned with cities and urban development professionals
involved in international development particularly in china and elsewhere in asia will be particularly interested in the book a comprehensive
survey of chinese economic history from 1800 to the present from an international team of leading experts this volume examines the range of
non trade concerns ntcs that may conflict with international economic rules and proposes ways to protect them within international law
and international economic law globalization without local concerns can endanger relevant issues such as good governance human rights
right to water right to food social economic cultural and environmental rights labor rights access to knowledge public health social
welfare consumer interests and animal welfare climate change energy environmental protection and sustainable development product safety
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food safety and security focusing on china the book shows the current trends of chinese law and policy towards international standards
the authors argue that china can play a leading role in this context not only has china adopted several reforms and new regulations to
address ntcs but it has started to play a very relevant role in international negotiations on ntcs such as climate change energy and culture
among others while china is still considered a developing country in particular from the ntcs point of view it promises to be a key actor in
international law in general and more specifically in international economic law in this respect this volume assesses taking into consideration
its special context china s behavior internally and externally to understand its role and influence in shaping ntcs in the context of
international economic law �not only is this excellent collection of papers a fitting tribute to angus maddison it is also a great resource
for thinking about future patterns of global economic growth � both in the brics and the oecd � based on key insights from historical
experience � � nicholas crafts university of warwick uk �angus maddison may no longer be with us but his spirit is very much alive this
collection of essays � including one by maddison himself � shows how the methods he pioneered continue to shed new light on the comparative
performance of nations and inspire successive generations of scholars � � barry eichengreen university of california at berkeley us �the
distinguished editors leading authorities in the field of comparative quantitative economic development have gathered a stellar group of
authors to address arguably the most challenging question of our time understanding development dynamics over time and across countries
they are to be congratulated for this comprehensive stimulating and insightful volume it is a fitting tribute to the late angus maddison an
intellectual giant in the study of long term economic development to whom the book is dedicated � � hal hill australian national university
world economic performance over the last 50 years has been spectacular the post war period has witnessed impressive growth rates in
western europe and japan and in recent times china and india this new book discusses these issues and tackles topical questions such as what
are the socio economic and institutional factors that have contributed to this impressive performance will china and india continue to grow
at the same rate over the next two decades what are the prospects for japan the us and other advanced economies the book brings together
contributions by eminent scholars including the late angus maddison professors justin lin bob gordon ross garnaut bart van ark and others
to provide answers to these fascinating questions the chapters analyse the economic performance of selected countries including china india
japan indonesia and the us as well as western europe latin america and developing countries as a group the time period of the study is from
1850 to the present and includes forecasts to 2030 this well documented book will be of considerable interest to development economists
and country specialists working on countries such as china and india economic historians who are interested in explaining the growth
performance of countries economists and economic statisticians who are interested in the measurement issues and international organizations
such as the oecd world bank and the un general readers and non specialists who are interested in the world economic performance will also
find much to interest them in this book most students of contemporary china are familiar with the joint economic committee studies on china
which have appeared periodically since 1967 this is the most recent study in the series released in april 1991 this volume follows the format
of the previous studies offering a broad sweep of its subject matter the 50 chapters contributed by chinese scholars in government
universities and private research centres are divided into five major parts each section begins with an overview which summarises and comments
on the main points in each of the chapters the volume offers a detailed examination of china s economy and the political and social factors
currently facing the leadership in beijing historically the lower yangzi delta or jiangnan has played a key role in china s economic development
indeed as the prime example of a traditional chinese market economy the region serves as the core case study when making comparisons between
the chinese and western economies in the early modern period this book explores aspects of this vibrant market economy in late imperial china
and by presenting a reconstructed narrative of economic development in the early modern jiangnan provides new perspectives on established
theories of chinese economic development further by examining economic values alongside social structures this book produces a historically
comprehensive account of the contemporary chinese economy which engenders a deeper and broader understanding of china s current economic
success with a broad range of empirical case studies which incorporate a range of social science and cultural theories this book will be of
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great interest to students and scholars of chinese history as well as chinese economics and business based on a conference sponsored by the
joint committees on chinese studies and japanese studies of the american council of learned societies and the social science research council a
companion to chinese history presents a collection of essays offering a comprehensive overview of the latest intellectual developments in the
study of china s history from the ancient past up until the present day covers the major trends in the study of chinese history from antiquity
to the present day considers the latest scholarship of historians working in china and around the world explores a variety of long range
questions and themes which serves to bridge the conventional divide between china s traditional and modern eras addresses china s connections
with other nations and regions and enables non specialists to make comparisons with their own fields features discussion of traditional
topics and chronological approaches as well as newer themes such as chinese history in relation to sexuality national identity and the
environment



Agricultural Development in China, 1368-1968

2017-07-12

agricultural development in china explains how china s farm economy historically responded to the demands of a rising population dwight h
perkins begins in the year a d 1368 the founding date of the ming dynasty more importantly it marked the end of nearly two centuries of
violent destruction and loss of life primarily connected with the rise and fall of the mongols the period beginning with the fourteenth century
was also one in which there were no obvious or dramatic changes in farming techniques or in rural institutions the rise in population and hence
in the number of farmers made possible the rise in farm output through increased double cropping extending irrigation systems and much else
issues explored in this book include the role of urbanization and long distance trade in allowing farmers in a few regions to specialize in crops
most suitable to their particular region backing up this analysis of agricultural development is a careful examination of the quality of
chinese historical data this classic volume now available in a paperback edition includes a new introduction assessing the continuing
importance of this work to understanding the chinese economy it will be invaluable for a new generation of economists historians and asian
studies specialists and is part of transaction s asian studies series

Agricultural development in China, 1368-1968

1969

agricultural development in china explains how china s farm economy historically responded to the demands of a rising population dwight h
perkins begins in the year a d 1368 the founding date of the ming dynasty more importantly it marked the end of nearly two centuries of
violent destruction and loss of life primarily connected with the rise and fall of the mongols the period beginning with the fourteenth century
was also one in which there were no obvious or dramatic changes in farming techniques or in rural institutions the rise in population and hence
in the number of farmers made possible the rise in farm output through increased double cropping extending irrigation systems and much else
issues explored in this book include the role of urbanization and long distance trade in allowing farmers in a few regions to specialize in crops
most suitable to their particular region backing up this analysis of agricultural development is a careful examination of the quality of
chinese historical data this classic volume now available in a paperback edition includes a new introduction assessing the continuing
importance of this work to understanding the chinese economy it will be invaluable for a new generation of economists historians and asian
studies specialists and is part of transaction s asian studies series

Agricultural Development in China, 1368-1968

2017-07-12

this book is a detailed account of the provincial population of china and its changes from 1368 to 1953 the maps and databases show the
number density and proportion of urban population in different time periods



The Population History of China (1368-1953)

2024

ch ing china and tokugawa japan were unusually urbanized premodern societies where about one half of the world s urban population lived as
late as 1800 gilbert rozman has drawn on both sociology and history to develop original methods of illuminating the historical
urbanization of china and japan and to provide a way of relating urban patterns to other characteristics of social structure in premodern
societies the author also hopes to redirect the analysis of premodern societies into areas where china and japan can be compared with each
other and with other large scale societies the author divides central places into seven levels and determines how many levels were present in
each country century by century through this method he is able to demonstrate how japan was rapidly narrowing china s lead in urbanization
and show that japan was relatively efficient in concentrating resources in high level cities explanations for differences in urban
concentration are sought in a general discussion of the social structure of each country an analysis of marketing patterns a detailed study
of chihli province and the kant� region an examination of regional variations and a comparison of peking and edo which were probably the
world s largest cities throughout the eighteenth century originally published in 1974 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the
princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton
university press since its founding in 1905

Urban Networks in Ch'ing China and Tokugawa Japan

2015-03-08

focusing on china during the last twenty five years the author illuminates the country s traditions customs political structure and
economy
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1982

in agricultural development in qing china a quantitative study 16661 1911 shi zhihong offers for the first time an overview of agricultural
development in qing china in the english language



The United States and China

1983

why did it take china more than a century after its defeat in the first opium war to begin systematically acquiring the fruits of modern
technology to what extent did the rapid economic developments after 1949 depend on features unique to china and to chinese history as well
as on the socialist reorganization of society these are the major questions examined in this collection of papers which challenges many
previously accepted generalizations about the nature and extent of advances in china s economy during the twentieth century the papers
discuss the positive and negative effects of foreign imperialism on chinese economic development the adequacy of china s financial resources for
major economic initiatives the state of science and technology in late traditional china the changing structure of national product and
distribution of income the cotton textile and small machine building industries as examples of pre 1949 economic bases the village market
town structure of rural china the tradition of cooperative efforts in agriculture and the influence of the yenan period on the economic
thinking of china s leaders

Agricultural Development in Qing China

2017-10-02

while china s hybrid rural land tenure system has contributed to agricultural development it is interwoven with rising farmland loss and
social conflicts this book examines the linkages between land tenure development and governance in the context of china s development
transformation drawing on empirical studies it advocates the exploration of innovative land tenure systems that address the wider
determinants institutions power politics and social development it argues that a land tenure system can only be sustainable when it is
compatible with the overall biophysical social political and economic conditions this new institutional lens into the conditions and dynamics
of land tenure systems marks a paradigm shift away from those focusing on the narrow meaning of land rights and tenure security
strengthening as these approaches can paradoxically contribute to weaker land and resource governance contributing to an enhanced
understanding of the challenges china faces in agricultural development and natural resource governance and to the international debates
on land tenure reform this book will be of interest to researchers practitioners policy makers and students in development studies
anthropology sociology political sciences law geography economics public administration and other relevant disciplines the lessons learnt
from china also shed light on its global engagement on sustainable development and governance issues
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1975

this book examines chinese political economy spanning from 1800 to to the dawn of the 21st century shedding new light on our understanding
of the reasons and impact of socio political and socio economic changes in china crossing over the three disciplines of history politics and



economics the analyses china s ideology politics and the economy using state building as the key theme and puts the emphasis on china s
internal factors and mechanisms instead of the influence from western imperialism or japanese colonialism it pays close attention to the
movers and shakers inside chinese society and carefully reveals historical contingencies which lend the reader a unique and radically different
re interpretation of china s recent history

China’s Modern Economy in Historical Perspective

1975-06-01

how has the government of the prc transformed traditional economic institutions into a socialist central planning system what has been the
impact of this transformation on china s economic growth what is the essence of the chinese development model and how successfully has it
functioned during the past three decades what are the prospects for t

China's Disappearing Countryside

2016-05-23

at publication date a free ebook version of this title will be available through luminos university of california press s open access publishing
program visit luminosoa org to learn more scholarly discussions on economic development in history specifically those linked to
industrialization or modern economic growth have paid great attention to the formation and development of the market economy as a set of
institutions able to augment people s welfare the role of specific nonmarket practices for promoting the economic development and welfare
has been a distinct concern typically involving discussion of the state s economic policies how have societies tackled those issues that the
market did not to what extent did those solutions reflect the structure of an economy public goods provision in the early modern economy
explores these questions by investigating efforts made for the provision of public goods in early modern economies from the perspective of
japanese socioeconomic history during tokugawa era 1603 1868 and by comparing those cases with others from europe and china s economic
history the contributors focus on three areas of inquiry early modern era welfare policies for the poor infrastructure and forest
management to provide both a unique perspective on japanese public finance at local levels and a vantage point outside of europe to
encourage a more global view of early modern political economies that shaped subsequent modern transformations
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1986

seventeenth century korea was a country in crisis successive invasions by hideyoshi and the manchus had rocked the choson dynasty 1392
1910 which already was weakened by maladministration internecine bureaucratic factionalism unfair taxation concentration of wealth
military problems and other ills yu hyongwon 1622 1673 pen name pan gye a recluse scholar responded to this time of chaos and uncertainty



by writing his modestly titled pan gye surok the jottings of pan gye a virtual encyclopedia of confucian statecraft designed to support his
plan for a revived and reformed korean system of government although yu was ignored in his own time by all but a few admirers and disciples
his ideas became prominent by the mid eighteenth century as discussions were underway to solve problems in taxation military service and
commercial activity yu has been viewed by korean and japanese scholars as a forerunner of modernization but in confucian statecraft and
korean institutions james b palais challenges this view demonstrating that yu was instead an outstanding example of the premodern tradition
palais uses yu hyongwon s mammoth pivotal text to examine the development and shape of the major institutions of choson dynasty korea he
has included a thorough treatment of the many chinese classical and historical texts that yu used as well as the available korean primary
sources and korean and japanese secondary scholarship palais traces the history of each of yu s subjects from the beginning of the dynasty
and pursues developments through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries he stresses both the classical and historical roots of yu s reform
ideas and analyzes the nature and degree of proto capitalistic changes such as the use of metallic currency the introduction of wage labor
into the agrarian economy the development of unregulated commercial activity and the appearance of industries with more differentiation of
labor because it contains much comparative material confucian statecraft and korean institutions will be of interest to scholars of china
and japan as well as to korea specialists it also has much to say to scholars of agrarian society slavery landholding systems
bureaucracy and developing economies winner of the john whitney hall book prize sponsored by the association for asian studies

China's Political Economy in Modern Times

2011-10-04

this collection of critical surveys provides readers with a range of up to date work from leading scholars in the area writing on some of the
key issues facing china as they survey the present and future challenges of the chinese economy nine papers provide detailed discussion on key
aspects of the past present and future of the chinese economy leaders in their relevant fields of scholarship tackle some of the critical issues
facing china contributors identify common themes including the household registration system urbanization demographic transition inequality
and the sustainability of economic growth articles provide a critical review of the literature and discuss policy implications and areas for
future research
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2007-03-30

despite china s clear and growing importance on the world stage it remains often and easily misunderstood indeed there are many chinas as this
comprehensive survey the most current and authoritative introduction available vividly illustrates now in a thoroughly revised and
updated edition this text traces the changes occurring in this powerful and ancient nation across both time and space beginning with china s
diverse landscapes and environments and continuing through its formative history and tumultuous recent past the authors show
contemporary china as a product of both internal and external forces they consider historical and current successes and difficulties
including economic political cultural and environmental challenges while placing china in its international context as a massive developing
diverse nation that is meeting the needs of its 1 4 billion citizens while becoming an aggressive major regional and global player through clear



prose and 160 insightful maps tables and photos china s geography illustrates and explains the great economic political and social
differences found throughout china s many regions accompanying the book is a companion website that provides a wealth of additional
materials including sample lectures color versions of all the graphics time series and provincial data files for student projects in excel lists
of favorite films and websites and public domain maps for student use

China's Economic Development

2019-03-13

an exploration how consumer goods in eighteenth century qing and ottoman empires furthered the expansion of social networks the creation
of alliances between rulers and regional elites and particularly the expression of elite urban and gender identities

��

1972

china is more than a socialist market economy led by ever more reform minded leaders it is a country whose people seek liberty on a daily basis
their success has been phenomenal despite the fact that china continues to be governed by a single party clear distinctions between the people
and the government are emerging underlining the fact that true liberalization cannot be imposed from above although a large percentage of the
chinese people have been part of china s long march to freedom farmers entrepreneurs migrants chinese gays sex pleasure seekers and black
marketers played a particularly important role in the beginning lawyers scholars journalists and rights activists have jumped in more
recently to ensure that liberalization continues social dissatisfaction with the government is now published in the media addressed in public
forums and deliberated in courtrooms intellectuals devoted to improvement in human rights and continued liberalization are part of the
process this grassroots social revolution has also resulted from the explosion of information available to ordinary people especially via
the internet and far reaching international influences all have fundamentally altered key elements of the moral and material content of china
s party state regime and society at large this social revolution is moving china towards a more liberal society despite its government the
chinese government reacts rather than leads in this trans formative process this book is a landmark a decade in the making

Public Goods Provision in the Early Modern Economy

2018-12-04

in the modern era china s rural credit landscape is transforming at a dizzying rate but in terms of financial development these changes represent
a second attempt in the past 100 years to reform china s credit institutions and provide credit access to farmers the first period was during
the republican era between 1912 and 1949 which saw the first attempts at formalizing rural credit with the industrial and agricultural
banks this book uses primary data and papers to present a full picture of the difficult conditions china faced during the republican era in order



to explain the myriad reforms to the country s rural credit system fu and turvey build a narrative around these developments based on the
foundation of thousands of years of dynastic rule in order to explore the specific impacts of drought floods famine communist insurgencies
japanese expansionism and more on credit access supply and demand they consider powerful personalities such as j b taylor john lossing buck
paul hsu and timothy richards and influential institutions from nanking and nankai universities to the china international famine relief
commission that sought ways to end the cycle that trapped the vast majority of chinese farmers in poverty this rich wide ranging and
stimulating work will appeal both to readers focused on present day china and those who want to understand china s rural economy and
credit policies in a historical context
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1998

in this first english language examination of the uprisings that took place in guizhou during the 1850s and 1860s robert jenks not only
provides readers with a reconstruction of the complex series of events that made up the rebellion but argues convincingly against its
accepted characterization as a purely ethnic conflict a miao rebellion

Medicine in Chinese Cultures

1976

china s urbanization is one of the great earth changing phenomena of recent times the way in which china continues to urbanize will have a
critical impact on the world economy global climate change international relations and a host of other critical issues understanding and
responding to china s urbanization is of paramount importance to everyone this book represents a unique exploration of the demographic
spatial economic and social aspects of china s urban transformation based on years of fieldwork and data analysis from different types of
cities and towns in every region of china the authors present a detailed description of how china has urbanized since 1978 and an original
theory about the way in which top down and bottom up policies have impacted urbanization they describe china s on going urbanization
process as a double dual transformation from a planned economy to a more market oriented one and from a concern with the quantity to the
quality of urbanization in doing so the authors provide the most comprehensive and up to date book on chinese urbanization to date this
scholarly study will appeal to academics and practitioners including professors and postgraduate students of urban studies planning
geography asian studies and other social science disciplines and professional fields concerned with cities and urban development professionals
involved in international development particularly in china and elsewhere in asia will be particularly interested in the book
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a comprehensive survey of chinese economic history from 1800 to the present from an international team of leading experts

Confucian Statecraft and Korean Institutions

2014-05-01

this volume examines the range of non trade concerns ntcs that may conflict with international economic rules and proposes ways to
protect them within international law and international economic law globalization without local concerns can endanger relevant issues
such as good governance human rights right to water right to food social economic cultural and environmental rights labor rights access
to knowledge public health social welfare consumer interests and animal welfare climate change energy environmental protection and
sustainable development product safety food safety and security focusing on china the book shows the current trends of chinese law and
policy towards international standards the authors argue that china can play a leading role in this context not only has china adopted
several reforms and new regulations to address ntcs but it has started to play a very relevant role in international negotiations on ntcs
such as climate change energy and culture among others while china is still considered a developing country in particular from the ntcs point
of view it promises to be a key actor in international law in general and more specifically in international economic law in this respect this
volume assesses taking into consideration its special context china s behavior internally and externally to understand its role and influence
in shaping ntcs in the context of international economic law

China's Economy

2014-12-23

�not only is this excellent collection of papers a fitting tribute to angus maddison it is also a great resource for thinking about future
patterns of global economic growth � both in the brics and the oecd � based on key insights from historical experience � � nicholas crafts
university of warwick uk �angus maddison may no longer be with us but his spirit is very much alive this collection of essays � including one
by maddison himself � shows how the methods he pioneered continue to shed new light on the comparative performance of nations and inspire
successive generations of scholars � � barry eichengreen university of california at berkeley us �the distinguished editors leading authorities
in the field of comparative quantitative economic development have gathered a stellar group of authors to address arguably the most
challenging question of our time understanding development dynamics over time and across countries they are to be congratulated for this
comprehensive stimulating and insightful volume it is a fitting tribute to the late angus maddison an intellectual giant in the study of long
term economic development to whom the book is dedicated � � hal hill australian national university world economic performance over the
last 50 years has been spectacular the post war period has witnessed impressive growth rates in western europe and japan and in recent times
china and india this new book discusses these issues and tackles topical questions such as what are the socio economic and institutional
factors that have contributed to this impressive performance will china and india continue to grow at the same rate over the next two
decades what are the prospects for japan the us and other advanced economies the book brings together contributions by eminent scholars
including the late angus maddison professors justin lin bob gordon ross garnaut bart van ark and others to provide answers to these
fascinating questions the chapters analyse the economic performance of selected countries including china india japan indonesia and the us as



well as western europe latin america and developing countries as a group the time period of the study is from 1850 to the present and
includes forecasts to 2030 this well documented book will be of considerable interest to development economists and country specialists
working on countries such as china and india economic historians who are interested in explaining the growth performance of countries
economists and economic statisticians who are interested in the measurement issues and international organizations such as the oecd world
bank and the un general readers and non specialists who are interested in the world economic performance will also find much to interest them
in this book
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1983

most students of contemporary china are familiar with the joint economic committee studies on china which have appeared periodically since
1967 this is the most recent study in the series released in april 1991 this volume follows the format of the previous studies offering a
broad sweep of its subject matter the 50 chapters contributed by chinese scholars in government universities and private research centres are
divided into five major parts each section begins with an overview which summarises and comments on the main points in each of the chapters the
volume offers a detailed examination of china s economy and the political and social factors currently facing the leadership in beijing

China's Geography

2021-04-07

historically the lower yangzi delta or jiangnan has played a key role in china s economic development indeed as the prime example of a
traditional chinese market economy the region serves as the core case study when making comparisons between the chinese and western
economies in the early modern period this book explores aspects of this vibrant market economy in late imperial china and by presenting a
reconstructed narrative of economic development in the early modern jiangnan provides new perspectives on established theories of chinese
economic development further by examining economic values alongside social structures this book produces a historically comprehensive
account of the contemporary chinese economy which engenders a deeper and broader understanding of china s current economic success with a
broad range of empirical case studies which incorporate a range of social science and cultural theories this book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of chinese history as well as chinese economics and business

Living the Good Life

2017-10-02

based on a conference sponsored by the joint committees on chinese studies and japanese studies of the american council of learned societies and
the social science research council



China's Long March to Freedom

2017-09-08

a companion to chinese history presents a collection of essays offering a comprehensive overview of the latest intellectual developments in
the study of china s history from the ancient past up until the present day covers the major trends in the study of chinese history from
antiquity to the present day considers the latest scholarship of historians working in china and around the world explores a variety of
long range questions and themes which serves to bridge the conventional divide between china s traditional and modern eras addresses china s
connections with other nations and regions and enables non specialists to make comparisons with their own fields features discussion of
traditional topics and chronological approaches as well as newer themes such as chinese history in relation to sexuality national identity
and the environment
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1974

The Evolution of Agricultural Credit during China’s Republican Era, 1912–1949

2018-05-30

Insurgency and Social Disorder in Guizhou

1994-11-01

Understanding China's Urbanization

2016-03-25



The Cambridge Economic History of China

2022-02-24

China's Influence on Non-Trade Concerns in International Economic Law

2016-10-14
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1980

World Economic Performance

2013-07-01

China's Economic Dilemmas in the 1990s

1991

China's Economic Dilemmas in the 1990s

1992

The Economy of Lower Yangzi Delta in Late Imperial China

2012-10-02
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1988

Family and Population in East Asian History

1985

A Companion to Chinese History

2016-12-12
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